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IMRO Magnetic Pulleys

IMRO MagnetSort



IMRO Magnetic Pulleys - Rely on our quality, flexibility and competence

Sturdy IMRO Magnetic Pulleys are used instead of drive or guide rollers at the discharge chute. The magnetic field automatically cleans coarse and fine iron impurities.

PMP

Engineering changes reserved

Ferrite or Neodymium magnets

A range of bearings available

Belt width of 300 - 2500 mm

Roller diameter of 215 - 600 mm

Larger sizes available upon request
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Conveyor belt with 
magnetic pulley

IMRO Magnetic pulleys can also be built into existing conveyor systems. Our qualified technicians are available to install magnetic pulleys upon request. 

Manufactured according to EU Directive 2006/42/EG

Clamping device for fastening shaft

Custom-fit dimensions of shaft and feather
key groove

The infinitely variable divider enables selective 
adjustment according to material flow conditions

The magnetic pulleys can be equipped with
rubber skirting

The magnetic pulleys can also be delivered with 
stainless steel corrugated cladding



IMRO Maschinenbau GmbH
Landwehrstrasse 2 . D-97215 Uffenheim
Phone +49 (0) 98 48 - 97 97-0
Fax     +49 (0) 98 48 - 97 97-97
info@imro-maschinenbau.de
www.imro-maschinenbau.de

IMRO TEST CENTRE
Over 25 Years' Experience in Recycling

Technology always fulfils demands. Would you like to know which valuable materials and impurities 
are contained in your material flow? Then bring it along and have it analysed in our IMRO Test 
Centre. Our 25 years' expertise and experience in the recycling industry guarantees we will optimise 
your recycling processes.

Equipped with cutting-edge technology, IMRO Test Centre staff makes sure you are taking the first 
step in achieving maximum economy and value recovery. Let us demonstrate the performance and 
the coordinated interaction between all of the IMRO separator machinery.

Your advantage: Fast results and efficient plants and equipment, plus added value and immediate 
profitability in all recycling processes. 

IMRO increases your recycling output - IMRO the Interface Specialist
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Technology always fulfils demands. Would you like to know which valuable materials and impurities 
are contained in your material flow? Then bring it along and have it analysed in our IMRO Test 
Centre. Our 25 years' expertise and experience in the recycling industry guarantees we will optimise 

Equipped with cutting-edge technology, IMRO Test Centre staff makes sure you are taking the first 
step in achieving maximum economy and value recovery. Let us demonstrate the performance and 

Your advantage: Fast results and efficient plants and equipment, plus added value and immediate 


